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VERIFIED DISTANCE RANGING

Claim of Priority under 35 U.S.C. §119

[0001] This application claims the benefit of and priority to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 60/793,189, filed April 18, 2006, and assigned to the assignee hereof,

the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] This application relates generally to distance ranging, and to distance ranging

verification.

Background

[0003] Distance ranging involves determining a distance between two locations. In

a typical scenario a device such as a rangefinder measures a distance from the

rangefinder to another object. A distance ranging device may employ a variety of

technologies such as laser, radar, sonar, and various forms of radio-frequency ("RF")

signaling. For convenience, the term distance ranging will be referred to herein simply

as ranging.

[0004] Ranging may be employed in a communication system through the use of RF

signaling. For example, in a wireless communication system a ranging device may

determine the amount of time it takes for a signal to travel from the ranging device to

another device, the amount of time it takes for a signal to travel from the other device to

the ranging device, or both. The ranging device may then calculate the distance

between the devices based on any of these times and the known propagation speed of

the RF signals (e.g., the speed of light).

[0005] Some systems employ a two-way message exchange mechanism to measure

the relative distance between two devices. For example, a first device may send a

ranging packet to second device. The second device may then send a reply packet back



to the first device whereby the reply packet indicates the amount of time it took the

second device to transmit the reply packet after receiving the ranging packet (i.e.,

second device's turnaround time). The first device may then use this turnaround time to

determine the actual propagation time of the packets. Here, the first device calculates

the total round-trip time as the amount of time that elapsed from the time it transmitted

the ranging packet to the time it received the reply packet. The first device may then

determine the actual propagation time by subtracting the turnaround time from the total

round-trip time.

[0006] In practice, this form of two-way message exchange ranging is susceptible to

being compromised by the second device. For example, the second device may send

false information to the first device in the reply packet to make it appear to the first

device that the second device is closer than it actually is. For example, the second

device may report that it received the ranging packet from the first device earlier than it

actually did and also report that it transmitted the reply packet at a later time than it

actually did.

[0007] One approach for addressing this problem is to authenticate the second

device to the first device using a public/private key exchange and an authentication

server. Once authenticated, the first device may then trust the information reported by

the second device. In practice, however, ranging authentication also may be needed for

devices that can not be trusted in this manner. Accordingly, a need exists for more

reliable ranging techniques.

SUMMARY

[0008] A summary of sample aspects of the disclosure follows. For convenience,

one or more aspects of the disclosure may be referred to herein simply as "some

aspects."

[0009] The disclosure relates in some aspects to ranging techniques. For example,

ranging techniques may be employed to verify or determine a distance between two

wireless communication devices.



[0010] The disclosure also relates in some aspects to verified ranging. For example,

verified ranging may be used to determine whether the distance between two devices is

valid or is within an allowable range. Verified ranging also may be used to verify the

accuracy of a determined distance between two devices. Here, verified ranging may be

used to ensure that the distance between a ranging device and a responding device is

less than or equal to a given distance.

[0011] In some aspects a distance may be verified based on whether a device (e.g., a

responding device) is capable of performing a certain action. Here, the action may be

defined such that the device can only perform the action (e.g., generate a particular

result) if the device is within a certain range of another device (e.g., a ranging device).

For example, in a system employing two-way message exchange ranging a responding

device may (e.g., may be required to) transmit a signal in response to a received ranging

signal within a defined amount of time (e.g., a defined turnaround time). Here, the

defined turnaround time may be defined to be relatively insignificant with respect to the

true round-trip propagation time associated with an expected measured distance. The

ranging device may then verify the distance between the devices by determining

whether the total measured round-trip time is less than or equal to the expected round-

trip time plus the defined turnaround time. In this way, the distance the spoofing device

may spoof is limited by the defined turnaround time.

[0012] In some aspects a ranging signal may comprise a random, pseudorandom, or

deterministic sequence. For example, a ranging signal may comprise a sequence of

pulses where each pulse has a randomly selected value. In this case, a proper response

signal from a responding device will correspond to the sequence of the ranging signal.

[0013] In some aspects a responding device generates a response signal by operating

on a ranging signal in accordance with a function that is based on a known signal

response scheme. For example, the responding device may utilize the function to

operate on information represented by (e.g., sent in) the ranging signal. The responding

device then transmits the processed information to a ranging device that has knowledge

of the signal response scheme, and hence the function. The ranging device may thus



verify that the information it receives from the responding device has been properly

processed using the function, and is not been spoofed in some manner.

[0014] In some aspects a ranging device determines the likelihood (e.g., a

probability) that the responding device properly operated on a ranging signal that the

ranging device sent to the responding device. For example, the ranging device may

employ statistical analysis to process the response signal received from the responding

device to obtain a level of confidence as to whether the responding device is actually

responding to the ranging signal or is attempting to spoof a response to the ranging

signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the disclosure will be

more fully understood when considered with respect to the following detailed

description, appended claims and accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0016] FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of several sample aspects of a

communication system adapted to provide verified ranging;

[0017] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed to provide verified ranging;

[0018] FIG. 3 is a simplified diagram illustrating a sample aspect of signal

transmission and processing;

[0019] FIG. 4 is a simplified diagram illustrating a sample aspect of a function

operating on signals;

[0020] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed in conjunction with verified ranging;

[0021] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of several sample aspects of operations that may be

performed in conjunction with verified ranging; and

[0022] FIG. 7 is a simplified block diagram of several sample aspects of a

communication system adapted to provide verified ranging.



[0023] In accordance with common practice the various features illustrated in the

drawings may not be drawn to scale. Accordingly, the dimensions of the various

features may be arbitrarily expanded or reduced for clarity. In addition, some of the

drawings may be simplified for clarity. Thus, the drawings may not depict all of the

components of a given apparatus (e.g., device) or method. Finally, like reference

numerals may be used to denote like features throughout the specification and figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] Various aspects of the disclosure are described below. It should be apparent

that the teachings herein may be embodied in a wide variety of forms and that any

specific structure, function, or both being disclosed herein is merely representative.

Based on the teachings herein one skilled in the art should appreciate that an aspect

disclosed herein may be implemented independently of any other aspects and that two

or more of these aspects may be combined in various ways. For example, an apparatus

may be implemented or a method may be practiced using any number of the aspects set

forth herein. In addition, such an apparatus may be implemented or such a method may

be practiced using other structure, functionality, or structure and functionality in

addition to or other than one or more of the aspects set forth herein. For example, some

aspects may involve verifying a determined distance based on characteristics of a

plurality of signals while other aspects may involve verifying a determined distance

based on characteristics of a plurality of signals and determining whether at least one

signal is received within a defined period of time.

[0025] FIG. 1 illustrates certain aspects of a communication system 100 including a

device 102 and a device 104 that perform various operations relating to verifying a

distance between the devices 102 and 104. In some aspects verifying a distance relates

to processing signals to determine whether characteristics of those signals serves to

verify a given distance relationship between the devices 102 and 104. In some aspects

verifying a distance relates to determining a distance between the devices 102 and 104



and verifying that determined distance. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the devices 102 and

104 may communicate with one another via a wireless communication link 106.

[0026] The devices 102 and 104 in the example of FIG. 1 are depicted in a

simplified manner to emphasize certain components that may provide functionality

relating to distance determination and associated processing. For example, the device

102 may comprise a device that performs ranging operations while the device 104 may

comprise a device that responds to ranging-related operations. Thus, the device 102 is

depicted to emphasize components that may be employed in a device that ultimately

determines one or more distances between the devices 102 and 104 and performs one or

more operations based on that determination. Conversely, the device 104 is depicted to

emphasize components that may be employed in a device that may perform operations

in conjunction with the distance determining operations of the device 102. It should be

appreciated that a given device may incorporate the functionality depicted for device

102, the functionality depicted for device 104, or some combination thereof, as well as

other functionality.

[0027] Sample operations of the system 100 will be described in more detail in

conjunction with the flowchart of FIG. 2 . For convenience, the operations of FIG. 2 (or

any other operations discussed herein) may be described as being performed by specific

components (e.g., devices 102 and 104). It should be appreciated, however, that these

operations may be performed by other components and may be performed using a

different number of components. It also should be appreciated that one or more of the

operations described herein may not be employed in a given implementation.

[0028] As represented by block 202 in FIG. 2, a ranging device such as the device

102 may optionally determine a distance between the ranging device and a responding

device such as the device 104. The distance determination operation may be performed

using various ranging techniques such as, for example, a time-of-arrival scheme, a two-

way message exchange ranging scheme, or some other suitable scheme.

[0029] In the example of FIG. 1 the device 102 may include a distance determiner

component 108 that is adapted to perform various functions relating to determining one



or more distance-related parameters such as a relative distance between the devices 102

and 104. In some implementations the distance determiner 108 may utilize or cooperate

with one or more other components (e.g., a transceiver 140) to determine distance.

[0030] The ranging device may verify a distance between the devices 102 and 104

in an attempt to determine whether the distance between two devices is valid or is

within an allowable range. In some aspects this may involve verifying a determined

distance (e.g., ensuring that a determined distance is accurate). Here, the ranging device

may perform appropriate operations to ensure that the responding device or some other

device has not compromised the ranging operation of the ranging device.

[0031] In some aspects the ranging device may verify a distance by causing the

responding device to take some action that generates a result that is achievable only if

the responding device is at most a given distance from the ranging device. An example

of such an operation involves a two-way message exchange operation where verification

of the distance is predicated upon the responding device transmitting a responsive signal

within a defined period of time after it receives an appropriate signal from the ranging

device.

[0032] FIG. 3 illustrates, in a simplified manner, a sample two-way message

exchange operation. At time TO, a ranging device transmits a signal 302 to a responding

device as represented by a line 304. The signal arrives at the responding device at time

Tl as represented by the signal 306. Thus, the propagation time of the signal

transmitted from the ranging device to the responding device is represented by a time

interval 308.

[0033] Between time Tl and time T2 the responding device processes the received

signal 306. This processing time is thus represented by a time interval 310.

[0034] At time T2, the responding device transmits a processed signal 312 to the

ranging device as represented by a line 314. This signal arrives at the ranging device at

time T3 as represented by the signal 316. Thus the propagation time of the signal

transmitted from the responding device to the ranging device is represented by a time

interval 318.



[0035] The total time between transmission of the pulse 302 and reception of the

pulse 316 is represented by a time period 320. As will be discussed in more detail

below, the ranging device may verify a distance based on a round-trip time as

represented by time period 320 and knowledge of a defined time period associated with

the time period 310, where the defined time period is appropriately restricted. It should

be appreciated that the time periods discussed above (e.g., round-trip time) may be

defined in various ways. For example, a start time of a given time period may be

defined by a time (e.g., a beginning time, a middle time, an ending time, or a zero-

crossing time, etc.) associated with a pulse, a symbol, a message, or some other type of

signal, or the start time may be defined in some other suitable manner. Similarly, an

end time of a given time period may be defined by a time (e.g., a beginning time, a

middle time, an ending time, or a zero-crossing time, etc.) associated with a pulse, a

symbol, a message, or some other type of signal, or the end time may be defined in

some other suitable manner.

[0036] Referring again to FIG. 2, as represented by block 204 the ranging device

generates a ranging signal in conjunction with the verification of the distance between

the device 102 and 104. In the example of FIG. 1, such a signal may initially be

generated by a signal generator 110. In some aspects the ranging signal may be based

on a random, pseudorandom, or deterministic sequence. Accordingly, the device 102

also may include a sequence generator 112. Here, it should be appreciated that the use

of a sequence that is not known to the responding device beforehand may make it more

difficult for the responding device to spoof its distance from the ranging device.

[0037] As represented by block 206, the ranging device transmits the ranging signal

to the responding device. To this end, the transceiver (e.g., an ultra-wideband

transceiver) 140 includes a transmitter component 114 and a receiver component 116.

Similarly, the device 104 includes a transceiver 118 having a receiver component 120

and a transmitter component 122.

[0038] As represented by block 208, the responding device processes the ranging

signal that was received from the ranging device. For example, the responding device



may utilize a function known to both devices to operate on the received signal. In some

implementations this may involve scrambling the received information so that the

responsive signal to be transmitted by the second device is distinguishable from a

reflection of the original ranging signal. In some aspects the known function may

utilize or otherwise operate on a known sequence or some other information. This

information may be generated in various ways including, for example, a random,

pseudorandom, or deterministic manner.

[0039] In some implementations the information is generated based on

cryptographic keys possessed by the ranging and responding devices. For example, the

devices may exchange the keys during a pairing process involving a Diffie-Hellman key

exchange or some other suitable procedure. Through the use of a sequence generated

from such a key or keys, the distance-based verification operations described herein also

may provide a mechanism for authenticating any key that was exchanged with the same

device for which the distance is being verified.

[0040] Referring again to FIG. 1, the device 104 may include a signal generator 124

that processes the received ranging signal to generate a responsive signal. As discussed

above, the responding device may perform the operations of block 208 within a defined

period of time before transmitting the processed signal to the ranging device at block

210. Accordingly, the device 104 may include a timer component 126 that may

facilitate or enforce such a timing restriction.

[0041] FIG. 4 illustrates, in a simplified manner, a sample function and a sample

sequence that may be applied to a received sequence signal. In this example the ranging

device transmits a first signal 402A of a sequence to the responding device. The signal

402A is associated with a value of zero. A function component 404A of the responding

device implements a known function to operate on the signal 402A in conjunction with

a first value 406A of a sequence known to the ranging and responding devices. The

function component 404A generates an output (having a value of zero in this example)

based on the signal 402A and the value 406A. The responding device then generates a



signal corresponding to the output of the function component 404A and transmits the

signal to the ranging device as represented by the pulse 408A.

[0042] In this example, the function 404A comprises an XOR function. It should be

appreciated, however, that a variety of other types of functions may be employed in

accordance with the teachings herein. For example, a time varying function may be

used, whereby the result of the function is a function of time and the values of the input

or inputs.

[0043] The above operations may then be repeated for subsequent signals 402B,

402C, and 402D of the sequence from the ranging device and subsequent values 406B,

406C, and 406D of the known sequence. For convenience, FIG. 4 illustrates the

subsequent operations as being performed by function components 404B, 404C, and

404D. It should be appreciated, however, that in some implementations these

operations may be performed by a common function component.

[0044] Referring again to the operations of FIG. 2, as represented by block 210 the

responding device transmits an appropriately processed responsive signal to the ranging

device. As will be discussed in more detail below, the responding device transmits the

responsive signal within a defined time period after it receives the ranging signal (e.g., a

defined turnaround time). In the example of FIG. 1, this transmission may be

accomplished via the transmitter component 122 of the device 104 and the receiver

component 116 of the device 102.

[0045] As represented by block 212, the ranging device may verify the distance

between the devices 102 and 104 based on the characteristics of the received processed

signal and the ranging signal. For example, the ranging device may determine whether

the received processed signal was received within a defined period of time after the

transmission of the ranging signal at block 206 (e.g., a total round-trip time). In

addition, the ranging device may perform a statistical analysis or some other suitable

operation to determine whether the responding device operated on the ranging signal

using the known sequence. To perform these and other related operations, the device

102 in FIG. 1 may include a distance verifier 128 including a signal response scheme



module 130, a statistical analyzer 132, as well as other components such as the timer

component 134.

[0046] In some aspects verifying a distance between the devices 102 and 104 may

involve determining whether the distance is allowable or is valid. As an example of the

former scenario, the distance verifier 128 may verify that the distance is within a

defined range that is deemed acceptable for the performance of an associated operation

or operations. As an example of the latter scenario, the distance verifier 128 may

determine whether the information that is being used to verify the distance has been

compromised in some way or is unreliable for some other reason.

[0047] In some aspects verifying a distance between the devices 102 and 104 may

involve processing the received processed signal to obtain information relating to this

distance. For example, the distance verifier 128 may determine whether the processed

signal was received by the device 102 within a defined time interval after transmission

of the ranging signal at block 206. Here, given that the propagation times of the signals

are effectively known, and making an assumption about the turnaround time of the

device 104, this round-trip timing may be used to verify that the devices 102 and 104

are within a given range. Alternatively, the distance verifier may use the round-trip

time information to calculate an estimate (e.g., taking the turnaround time into account)

of the actual distance between the device 102 and 104.

[0048] In some aspects verifying a distance between the devices 102 and 104 may

involve verifying the accuracy of a previously determined distance. Here, the distance

between the devices 102 and 104 may be determined in some manner (e.g., as discussed

above in conjunction with block 202). The operations of block 212 may then be used to

verify this distance. For example, the operations of block 212 may be used to determine

an upper bound within which the determined distance must fall for a proper verification.

In other words, the determined distance is verified if the determined distance falls below

that upper bound.

[0049] As represented by block 214, in the event the ranging device verifies that the

distance between two devices is valid or is within an allowable range (e.g., that a



determined distance is accurate), the ranging device may take one or more actions based

on the verified distance. For example, one or more operations may be enabled (e.g.,

invoked), disabled (e.g., terminated), or performed (e.g., modified in functionality)

based on the distance. To this end, the device 102 of FIG. 1 may include an operations

processor component 136 that is adapted to perform one or more operations based on,

for example, whether the responding device is within a given range of the ranging

device. If this condition is met, the ranging device may perform various tasks

including, for example, authenticating the responding device to the ranging device or

performing one or more operations to enable the responding device to access certain

services provided by the ranging device. Such services may include, for example,

connection to a network, access to a pay-per-view service, a financial transaction, and

access to multimedia. Here, multimedia may include, for example, at least one of the

group consisting of data, audio, video, and imagery.

[0050] It should be appreciated that the operations of FIG. 2 are but a sample of

operations that may be performed in accordance with the teachings herein. For

example, a ranging device may utilize a variety of techniques to perform the distance

determining operations. In addition, various techniques may be employed to verify one

or more distances. Also, a ranging device may employ various forms of signaling. For

example, different types of modulation schemes may be employed in the event the

signals are to be modulated. In addition, the signaling may represent different types of

information. With respect to the operations of the responding device, various types of

known functions may be employed to operate on received signaling and such functions

may be adapted to utilize known sequences or other information taking a variety of

forms. Furthermore, the ranging device may utilize a variety of techniques for verifying

that a proper signal was received from the responding device.

[0051] Additional details of an example of a distance verification operation that

employs a two-way message exchange scheme will be discussed in conjunction with the

flowcharts of FIGS. 5 and 6 . FIG. 5 relates to operations that may be performed, for

example, by a first device such as the device 102. FIG. 6 relates to operations that may



be performed, for example, by a second device such as the device 104. As noted above,

it should be appreciated that the examples of FIGS. 5 and 6 are provided for illustration

purposes and that the teachings herein may be employed in other types of systems

utilizing different combinations of components and operations.

[0052] In some aspects a distance verification operation may employ one or more

defined parameters. For example, a turnaround time may be defined relating to a

maximum amount of time within which the second device (e.g., a responding device)

should respond to a signal that was received from the first device (e.g., a ranging

device). Through the use of such a timing scheme, the first device may be effectively

protected from any attempt by the second device or some other device to compromise a

distance determination operation that is based on a message exchange between the first

and second devices. For example, the first device may calculate a round-trip time or a

one-way-trip time between the first and second devices by transmitting a ranging signal

to the second device and having the second device transmit a responsive signal that

indicates the second device's turnaround time. Here, the second device's turnaround

time relates to the period of time from the time the second device received the ranging

signal to the time the second device transmitted the responsive signal.

[0053] Assuming the second device reports a correct turnaround time, the first

device may calculate the actual signal propagation time between the first and second

devices by subtracting the turnaround time from the total round-trip time. Here, the

total round-trip time may be the amount of time that elapsed from the time the first

device transmitted the ranging signal to the time it received the responsive signal.

However, in the event the second device does not report a correct turnaround time, any

distance-related determination based on this turnaround time may be inaccurate.

[0054] As will be discussed in more detail below, through the use of a defined

turnaround time for the second device a substantially accurate distance determination

may be made even if the second device reports a false turnaround time. For example,

the defined turnaround time may be defined to be within a range of acceptable error for

a given range of measured distances. Consequently, any attempt by the second device



to report a spoofed turnaround time period may have little effect on the determined

distance. Moreover, the first device may reject (e.g., ignore) any reported turnaround

time that exceeds the defined turnaround time. As an example, a period of time of 1

nanosecond may roughly equate to a signal propagation distance on the order of 1 foot.

Hence, if the defined turnaround time is defined as 1 nanosecond, any attempt by the

second device to spoof its turnaround time will cause, at most, an error on the order of 1

foot in the determined distance. Here, any reported turnaround time exceeding 1

nanosecond may be ignored by the first device. For greater security the assumed

turnaround time may be defined to be zero seconds to ensure that the device being

authenticated (e.g., the second device) is within a prescribed range. Here, since the

actual turnaround time will be non-zero, the second device will in actuality be closer

than the prescribed range.

[0055] Moreover, in the event the turnaround time provided by the second device is

not trusted, the first device may simply use the total measured round-trip time and an

assumed turnaround time to determine the distance between the first and second

devices. In other words, the first device need not rely on any turnaround information

provided by the second device. Such an implementation may employed where any error

associated the use of an assumed turnaround time (as opposed to the real turnaround

time) is within an acceptable range of tolerance. As an example, a period of time of 10

nanoseconds may roughly equate to a signal propagation distance on the order of 10

feet. Thus, by assuming that the turnaround time is 5 nanoseconds when the defined

turnaround time period is 10 nanoseconds, the error associated with the distance

measurement will be at most on the order of five feet.

[0056] In some aspects the first device may use the defined turnaround time to

verify a determined distance between the devices that was provided in some other

manner (e.g., by some other ranging mechanism). For example, a secondary indication

of the distance between the first and second devices may be obtained by determining

whether the total measured round-trip time is, within a degree of tolerance, less than or

equal to the expected true round-trip time plus the defined turnaround time (or the



reported turnaround time if it is trusted). Here, the expected true round-trip time

corresponds to the initial determined distance between the devices (e.g., determined by

some other ranging mechanism). As discussed above, some measure of error may be

associated with the use of the defined turnaround time in the event the turnaround time

provided by the second device is not trusted. Thus, the initial determined distance may

be verified if the secondary indication of distance does not exceed the initial determined

distance by some threshold amount.

[0057] Various values may be assigned to the defined periods of time discussed

above. In some aspects the value of a defined period of time may relate to a range of

distances associated with an expected distance between the first and second devices.

For example, if the devices operate in a body area network having a range on the order

of 10 meters, the total round-trip time may be on the order of a typical propagation time

associated with that range (e.g., on the order of 30 nanoseconds). Similarly, if the

devices operate in a personal area network having a range on the order 30 meters, the

total round-trip time may be related to that range (e.g., on the order of 100

nanoseconds). It should be appreciated that other round-trip times may be defined for

other networks and/or may be based on other criteria.

[0058] The turnaround time may be defined in a similar manner. For example, if

the devices operate in a body area network having a range on the order or 10 meters, an

acceptable turnaround time may relate to the typical propagation time associated with

that range (e.g., less than 30 nanoseconds). In addition, the turnaround time may relate

to some acceptable distance error within that range. For example, if the acceptable

distance error is one meter (e.g., 10% error), the turnaround time may be defined to be

on the order of 2 or 3 nanoseconds. Similarly, if the devices operate in a personal area

network having a range on the order 30 meters, the turnaround time may be related to

that range (e.g., less than 100 nanoseconds, or 10 nanoseconds). It should be

appreciated that other turnaround times may be defined for other networks and/or may

be based on other criteria.



[0059] In some aspects a signal response scheme may be defined whereby the signal

response scheme will be used by the second device to operate on information received

from the first device. For example, the signal response scheme may relate to application

of a known function to received information. Information (e.g., a sequence) to be used

in conjunction with the signal response scheme also may be defined. In some aspects,

such information may be defined to be generated in a random, pseudorandom,

deterministic manner. In some aspects the information may be defined based on one or

more cryptographic keys. For example, the information may be a function of one or

more cryptographic keys known to (e.g., maintained by) the first device, the second

device, or both.

[0060] As will be discussed in more detail below, through the use of a known signal

response scheme, the first device may verify that the second device properly operated

on information received from the first device. For example, the second device could

attempt to compromise the distance determining operation of the first device by

transmitting a spoofed responsive signal to the first device at an earlier point in time.

Here, since the spoofed responsive signal would be received earlier than a genuine

responsive signal, the first device could potentially be tricked into determining that the

second device is closer to the first device than it actually is.

[0061] The use of a known signal response scheme, however, may make it more

difficult for the second device to spoof the responsive signal. For example, the

information (e.g., a sequence) transmitted from the first device to the second device may

not be known to second device. To compromise the distance determination operation,

however, a second device must transmit a spoofed responsive signal at a point in time

that is earlier than the point in time that the second device would transmit a genuine

responsive signal. Consequently, to spoof the responsive signal, the second device

would need to correctly guess the contents of the information being transmitted by the

first device. Accordingly, provisions may be made to transmit information that is more

difficult to spoof and provisions may be made to determine whether the second device is



attempting to spoof this information. These and other operations will now be discussed

in more detail in conjunction with the sample operations of FIGS. 5 and 6 .

[0062] As represented by block 502 in FIG. 5 and block 602 in FIG. 6, the first and

second devices may obtain the above defined parameters or other parameters in some

suitable manner. In some implementations these parameters may be provided to the

first device and/or the second device (e.g., by another device). In some implementations

these parameters may be generated by one or more of the first and second devices. For

example, the first device may define (e.g., select) the parameters and provide the

parameters to the second device. In some implementations these parameters may be

programmed into the first and second devices in a relatively static manner (e.g., when

the first and second devices are manufactured or initially brought into service).

[0063] Referring now to the operations of FIG. 5, at block 504 the distance between

the first and second devices may optionally be determined using an appropriate ranging

scheme as discussed above. Various techniques may be employed to measure distance

including, for example, time of arrival measurements, two-way ranging, two-way

message exchange techniques, and received power measurements. In the example of

FIG. 1, the distance determiner 108 may employ corresponding circuitry (e.g., a laser

circuit, optics, a signal strength measuring circuit, RF circuitry, and associated signal

processing circuitry) to measure distance using one or more of these techniques. In

some implementations one or more distance determining components may be

implemented in a wireless communication device (e.g., the transceiver 140). For

example, an implementation that uses RF signals to determine distance may utilize the

transceiver 140 to receive and/or transmit ranging-related signals (e.g., ultra-wideband

pulses).

[0064] As represented by block 506, in some aspects a determination may be made

as to whether the distance determined at block 504 is within an acceptable range. For

example, the purpose of the distance determining operation may be to determine

whether some action should be taken based on whether the second device is close

enough to the first device. In this case, if the determined distance is not within an



acceptable range there may be no need to verify (e.g., authenticate) the determined

distance since the action in question may not be performed anyway. To this end, the

distance determiner 108 of FIG. 1 may include a comparator 138 that compares the

determined distance with one or more threshold values that may be maintained in the

device 102 (e.g., stored in a data memory). The distance determiner 108 may thereby

provide an indication as to whether the determined distance is more than a threshold

distance, less than a threshold distance, equal to a threshold distance, or with one or

more ranges of distances defined by two or more threshold distances. In the event the

determined distance is within a desired range of values (e.g., less than a threshold, etc.),

the first device may commence operations for verifying the determined distance.

[0065] As represented by block 508, the first device generates a first set of at least

one first signal to be used for verifying a distance between the devices. In general, the

signal set represents some form of information that may be used to verify that the

second device has processed this signal set. To this end, the signal set may comprise a

single signal, several signals, a group of signals, a sequence of signals, or some other

combination of signals.

[0066] In some aspects the signal set may be defined in a manner that makes it more

difficult for the second device to guess the information represented by the signal set.

For example, the signal set may be generated in a deterministic manner that is not

known by the second device. Alternatively, the signal set may be generated in a random

or pseudorandom manner. Thus, in some aspects, the signal set may be based on or

comprise a random sequence, a pseudorandom sequence, or a deterministic sequence.

[0067] In some aspects the signal set may be modulated in some manner. For

example, the first device may vary one or more characteristics associated with the signal

set including, for example, time, frequency, phase, and amplitude. As discussed above,

these characteristics may be varied in a random manner, a pseudorandom manner, or a

deterministic manner.

[0068] Various modulation schemes may be employed to provide a modulated

signal set. For example, in some aspects a modulation scheme may employ phase shift



keying, on/off keying, frequency shift key, or time shift keying. Thus, a given input

signal (e.g., an ultra-wideband pulse stream) may be modulated using one of these

schemes based on, for example, a random, pseudorandom, or deterministic sequence, or

other information.

[0069] The first device includes various components to implement these and other

operations associated with generating the signal set. Referring to the example of FIG. 1,

the sequence generator 112 of the device 102 may be adapted to generate a random

sequence, a pseudorandom sequence, or a deterministic sequence. In addition, the

signal generator 110 may be adapted to initially generate the signal set. The signal

generator 110 also may include a modulator 142 adapted to modulate one or more

signals to generate the signal set.

[0070] Referring again to FIG. 5, as represented by block 510 the first device

transmits the first set of at least one first signal (i.e., the first signal set) to the second

device. In the example of FIG. 1, the transmitter 114 transmits the first signal set over

the wireless link 106. In some aspects, the first device keeps track of the amount of

time that elapses between the transmission of the first set of least one first signal and

reception of a responsive signal from the second device (e.g., total signal round-trip

time). In the example of FIG. 1, the timer component 134 may be adapted to commence

a timing operation upon transmission of the first signal set.

[0071] Referring now to the sample operations of the second device represented by

FIG. 6, at block 604 the second device receives the first set of at least one first signal

(i.e., the first signal set) from the first device. In the example of FIG. 1, the first signal

set is received via the receiver 120. As discussed above, the received signal may be

modulated and may relate to a sequence or some other type of information.

[0072] In some aspects the second device may be required to transmit a responsive

signal within a defined turnaround time period after receipt of the first signal set. For

example, in the event the second device does not transmit a responsive signal within the

defined turnaround time, the first device may terminate or ignore the results of any

distance determining-related operations associated with the responsive signal.



Accordingly, the second device may be configured to perform its functions in a manner

that attempts to ensure that the defined turnaround time period is met. For example,

other operations (e.g., transmissions) of the second device may be suspended until the

responsive signal is sent. To this end, as represented by block 606 the second device

may define the time of receipt of the signal set at block 604 as a first time. For example,

receipt of a specified signal from the first signal set may be defined as a first time (e.g.,

first point in time). The second device may then use this first time to determine a

second time when the responsive signal needs to be transmitted. For example,

transmission of a specified signal from a second signal set may be defined as a second

time (e.g., second point in time). In the example of FIG. 1 the timer component 126

may provide functionality relating to these and any other timing operations.

[0073] As represented by block 608, the second device generates the responsive

signal in the form of a second set of at least one second signal. This second signal set

may comprise a single signal, several signals, a group of signals, a sequence of signals,

or some other combination of signals. In the example of FIG. 1, the second signal set is

generated by the signal generator 124.

[0074] In some aspects the second device generates the second signal set by

applying a function to data represented by the first signal set in accordance with a signal

response scheme that is known to the first and second devices. For example, the second

device 104 in FIG. 1 may process (e.g., demodulate) the first signal set to derive the

information (e.g., sequence) generated by the first device 102. The signal generator 124

may then operate on the derived information to generate the second signal set based on

the signal response scheme. As will be discussed in more detail below, the use of a

known function to generate the second signal set provides a mechanism for the first

device to, upon analysis of the second signal set, verify that the second device operated

on the first signal set.

[0075] The signal response scheme and associated function may take any suitable

form to accomplish these and other similar objectives. For example, in some aspects the

function involves altering (e.g., determining) whether or not a signal (e.g., a pulse) is to



be transmitted. In some aspects the function involves altering a phase of a signal in a

known manner. In the example of FIG. 1, a signal response scheme module 144 may

provide functionality for processing the first signal set to generate the second signal set.

[0076] In some aspects a signal response scheme may involve operating on

information in addition to the first signal set. Such information may include, for

example, a defined sequence, a known set of phase adjustments, or some other suitable

information that is known to the first and second devices. This information (e.g., a

defined sequence 146) may be stored in a data memory.

[0077] In some aspects the signal response scheme module 144 may comprise a

function module 148 adapted to operate on the first signal set (e.g., on data represented

by the first signal set) and the information that is known to the first and second devices

to generate the second signal set. In some aspects the function provided by the function

module 148 may comprise an XOR operation (e.g., as described in conjunction with

FIG. 4). It should be appreciated, however, that the function module 148 may

implement other types of functions.

[0078] As represented by block 610, the second device transmits the second signal

set to the first device. For example, the signal generator 124 may generate a signal set

(e.g., one or more signals) that is modulated according to the results of the signal

response scheme. The transmitter 122 then transmits the modulated signal set over the

communication link 106.

[0079] As discussed above the second device may transmit the second signal set at a

second time that is within a defined time period after the first time (e.g., within the

defined turnaround time). As an example, if the defined time period is 10

microseconds, the second time may be any point in time after the first time up to, but

not exceeding, 10 microseconds after the first time. Thus, the second device may

transmit the second signal 2 nanoseconds after the first time, 10 nanoseconds after the

first time, 1 microsecond after the first time, and so on.



[0080] Referring again to FIG. 5, the first device receives the second signal set at

block 512. In the example of FIG. 1, the second signal set may be received at the

receiver 116 via the communication link 106.

[0081] As represented by block 514, the first device (e.g., the distance verifier 128

of FIG. 1) verifies the distance between the devices based on characteristics of the first

signal set and the second signal set. Here, verifying the distance may involve a variety

of operations. For example, verification may relate to verifying the actual distance,

verifying that the distance is within a given range of potential distance values, verifying

whether the distance is consistent with another distance-related indication, or verifying

other aspects relating to one or more distance determining operations. In some aspects

verifying a distance relates to processing signals to generate an indication relating to the

distance between the first and second devices, and using the indication to corroborate

(e.g., verify the accuracy of) a determined distance. In some aspects this operation

relates to processing received signals (e.g., received in conjunction with a distance

determining-related operation) in an attempt to verify that the received signals were

properly processed by the second device, as opposed to being the result of an attempt by

the second device to spoof its distance from the first device. Various aspects of such

determined distance verification operations will be discussed in conjunction with blocks

516 and 518.

[0082] As represented by block 516, the second device determines whether the

second signal set is received with a defined time period after transmission of the first

signal set. In the example of FIG. 1, the distance verifier 128 may cooperate with the

timer 134 to determine the amount of time that elapsed between the transmission of the

first signal set and the reception of the second signal set (e.g., the measured total round-

trip time).

[0083] In some aspects the defined time period of block 516 may comprise a time

period associated with a maximum acceptable distance between the first and second

devices. Here, if the measured total round-trip time exceeds the defined time period, the

second device may be deemed to be too far away from the first device. In contrast, if



the measured total round-trip time is within the defined time period, the first and second

devices may be deemed to be with an acceptable range of one another.

[0084] Alternatively, in some aspects the defined time period at block 516 may be

associated with a previously determined distance. For example, the defined time period

may be a period of time that was expected for the total round-trip time in view of the

previously determined distance. In this case, if the measured total round-trip time

exceeds the defined time period (e.g., including some range of tolerance), the first

device may determine that the distance (e.g., a previously determined distance) is not

verified. In contrast, in the event the measured total round-trip time is within (less than

or equal to) the defined time period, the first device may determine that the distance is

verified.

[0085] Based on the above determination(s), any of the operations that were to be

performed based on an acceptable distance between the first and second devices may be

impacted in an appropriate manner. For example, an operation may be or may not be

invoked, an operation may be or may not be terminated, or an operation may be

impacted in some other manner.

[0086] As represented by block 518, the first device may determine whether the

second signal set corresponds to an expected result of a defined signal response scheme

being applied to the first signal set, and optionally to a defined sequence. To this end,

the device 102 of FIG. 1 may include a signal response scheme module 130 that may

perform operations similar to the signal response scheme module 144 of device 104. In

some aspects, the operations of block 518 relate to verifying that the second device

operated on the first signal set at block 608 discussed above. To this end, the first

device (e.g., a function module 150) may apply the known function to the first signal set

and known information such as a defined sequence 152 (e.g., stored in a data memory).

The signal response scheme module 130 may then compare the results of this operation

with the second signal set. Based on the results of this comparison, a determination

may be made as to whether the second device has performed the proper operation or



whether the second device has spoofed (e.g., attempted to guess) the expected result in

an attempt to compromise the distance determining operation of the first device.

[0087] In addition, given that the signal sets may be transmitted through a relatively

noisy or lossy communication medium (e.g., link 106), provisions may be made to

analyze the received second signal set in a manner that accounts for potential errors in

the received signal caused by the communication medium. For example, the second

device may transmit a sequence (e.g., based on a sequence from the first device) that is

long enough to enable the first device to properly analyze the received sequence even if

there are errors in the received sequence.

[0088] In some aspects the first device may analyze the received information to

determine whether the second device actually operated on information sent by the first

device or randomly guessed the information sent by the first device. For example, this

process may involve performing a statistical hypothesis test between the expected result

of the function and information actually received from the second device (e.g., data

derived from the second signal set). The first device may then generate a confidence

interval relating to the probability as to whether the second device actually processed

the information or made a guess.

[0089] In some aspects the first device may employ statistical analysis (e.g. via the

statistical analyzer 132) to determine whether the received information is statistically

correct. This process may involve, for example, deciding between a hypothesis that the

second device actually operated on information sent by the first device and a hypothesis

that the second device randomly guessed the information sent by the first device. For

example, the statistical analyzer 132 may generate binomial sequences relating to these

hypotheses and compare the hypotheses to one or more thresholds. In some

implementations the statistical analyzer 132 employs a statistical test between a random

Bernoulli(0.5) process and a random process with probability less that 0.5 based on the

error rates of the channel (e.g., the wireless communication link). Through the use of

these or other techniques, the statistical analyzer 132 may make a determination as to

whether the number of correctly received bits is greater than a threshold.



[0090] The first device will then take appropriate action based on the results of the

verification of the second signal set. For example, if it is determined that the second

device guessed, the current distance determining operation may be aborted and a new

distance determination operation commenced. Moreover, as discussed above, one or

more distance-based operations (e.g. associated with the operations processor 136) may

be or may not be invoked, may be or may not be terminated, or may be impacted in

some other manner depending upon the results the verification.

[0091] With the above in mind, a sample ranging verification operation that may be

employed in a system such as an impulse-based system (e.g., an ultra-wideband system)

will be briefly treated. In essence, this operation involves a first node performing a

traditional ranging procedure with a second node to determine a distance D between the

two devices. The first node then verifies the distance to the second node by requiring

that the second node perform actions that could only be done if the second node is at

most a distance D from the first node. Initially, at a given interval (e.g., X

nanoseconds), the first node randomly determines whether to transmit a pulse over a

given communication medium. Concurrently, the second node scans the

communication medium to determine whether it has received a pulse from the first

node. In the event the second node has received a pulse, the second node transmits a

pulse to the first node within a defined period of time (e.g., T nanoseconds). In the

event the second node had not received a pulse, the second device does not transmit a

pulse to the first node. In some implementations the second node may scramble the

received pulses according to a pseudorandom sequence or based on some other criteria.

For example, depending on the current value of the sequence, the second node may or

may not transmit a pulse in response to a received pulse, or the second node may or may

not transmit a pulse when it does not receive a pulse.

[0092] The first node also scans the channel to determine whether it has received

any pulses from the second node. If so, the first node measures the delay between the

time at which the first node transmitted a pulse and the time at which the first node

received the pulse from the second node. In addition, the first node measures a



correlation between the pulses it transmitted and the pulses it received. The first node

may then generate a conservative estimate of the distance between the two nodes by

taking the measured delay and dividing that by the speed of light. The first device then

compares the correlation to a confidence interval in an attempt to determine whether the

second node actually processed the pattern that the first node transmitted or whether the

second node attempted to randomly guess the pattern. In some aspects, the number

agreement, to a first-order, may be substantially higher than 50%. In the event the

correlation check passes, the first node may verify that the second node is within

distance D of the first node.

[0093] The teachings herein may be incorporated into (e.g., implemented within or

performed by) various types of devices. For example, one or more aspects taught herein

may be incorporated into a phone (e.g., a cellular phone), a personal data assistant

("PDA"), an entertainment device (e.g., a music or video device), a headset (e.g.,

headphones, an earpiece, etc), a microphone, a medical device (e.g., a biometric sensor,

a heart rate monitor, a pedometer, an EKG device, etc.), a user I/O device (e.g., a watch,

a remote control, a switch, a keyboard, a mouse, etc.), a tire pressure monitor, an

entertainment device, a point-of-sale device, a computer, a point-of-sale device, a

hearing aid, a set-top box, or some other suitable device with wireless signaling

capabilities. Moreover, these devices may have different power and data requirements.

In some aspects, the teachings herein may be adapted for use in low power applications

(e.g., through the use of a pulse-based signaling scheme and low duty cycle modes) and

may support a variety of data rates including relatively high data rates (e.g., through the

use of high-bandwidth pulses).

[0094] The devices 102 and 104 described herein or other suitable devices may

support or otherwise use various wireless communication links and wireless network

topologies. For example, in some aspects the devices 102 and 104 may comprise or

form part of a body area network or a personal area network. In addition, in some

aspects the devices 102 and 104 may comprise or form part of a local area network or a

wide area network. The devices 102 and 104 also may support or otherwise use one or



more of a variety of wireless communication protocols or standards including, for

example, CDMA, WiMAX, Wi-Fi, and other wireless technologies. Accordingly, the

devices 102 and 104 may include appropriate components (e.g., air interfaces) to

establish one or more communication links using various wireless technologies.

[0095] Any of the devices 102 and 104 may include various components that

perform functions bases on signals transmitted or received via the wireless

communication link. For example, a headset may include a transducer adapted to

provide an audible output based on a signal received via a receiver. A watch may

include a display adapted to provide a visual output based on a signal received via a

receiver. A medical device may include a sensor adapted to generate sensed data to be

transmitted via a transmitter.

[0096] In some aspects the devices 102 and 104 or other suitable devices may

communicate via or form an ultra-wideband network. For example, communication

may be achieved through the use of ultra-wideband pulses that have a relatively short

length (e.g., on the order of a few nanoseconds in some implementations) and a

relatively wide bandwidth. Ultra-wideband signaling may be particularly well suited for

ranging operations in implementations that employ relatively narrow pulses. In some

aspects each ultra-wideband pulse may have a fractional bandwidth on the order of

approximately 20% or more and/or a bandwidth on the order of approximately 500 MHz

or more. The ultra-wideband network may take various forms including, for example, a

body area network or a personal area network.

[0097] The components described herein may be implemented in a variety of ways.

Referring to FIG. 7, in a system 700 incorporating an apparatus 702 and an apparatus

704, each apparatus is represented as a series of interrelated functional blocks that may

represent functions implemented by, for example a processor, software, some

combination thereof, or implemented in some other manner as taught herein. As shown

in FIG. 7, the apparatus 702 may include one or more modules 706, 708, 710, 712, 714,

716, and 718 that may perform one or more of the functions described above with

regard to various figures. In addition, the apparatus 704 may include one or more



modules 720, 722, 724, and 726 that may perform one or more of the functions

described above with regard to various figures. For example, a processor for comparing

706 may provide comparison-related functionality as taught herein and may correspond

to, for example, component 138 discussed above. A processor for determining distance

708 may provide distance determining-related functionality as taught herein and may

correspond to, for example, component 108 discussed above. A processor for varying

710 may provide signal generation and processing-related functionality as taught herein

and may correspond to, for example, component 110 discussed above. A processor for

generating defined sequence 712 may provide sequence generation-related functionality

as taught herein and may correspond to, for example, component 112 discussed above.

A processor for transmitting 714 may provide various functionality relating to

transmitting information to another device as taught herein and may correspond to, for

example, component 114 discussed above. A processor for receiving 716 may provide

various functionality relating to receiving information from another device as taught

herein and may correspond to, for example, component 116 discussed above. A

processor for determining 718 may provide distance and/or signal verification-related

functionality as taught herein and may correspond to, for example, component 128

discussed above. A processor for receiving 720 may provide various functionality

relating to receiving information from another device as taught herein and may

correspond to, for example, component 120 discussed above. A processor for

transmitting 722 may provide various functionality relating to transmitting information

to another device as taught herein and may correspond to, for example, component 122

discussed above. A processor for generating signal(s) 724 may provide signal

generating-related functionality as taught herein and may correspond to, for example,

component 124 discussed above. A processor for generating defined sequence 726 may

provide sequence generation-related functionality as taught herein and may correspond

to, for example, component 124 discussed above.

[0098] As noted above, FIG. 7 illustrates that in some aspects these components

may be implemented via appropriate processor components. These processor



components may in some aspects be implemented, at least in part, using structure as

taught herein. In some aspects a processor may be adapted to implement a portion or all

of the functionality of one or more of these components. In some aspects one or more

of the components represented by dashed boxes are optional.

[0099] In some aspects the apparatus 702 or the apparatus 704 may comprise an

integrated circuit. Thus, the integrated circuit may comprise one or more processors

that provide the functionality of the processor components illustrated in FIG. 7 . For

example, in some aspects a single processor may implement the functionality of the

illustrated processor components, while in other aspects more than one processor may

implement the functionality of the illustrated processor components. In addition, in

some aspects the integrated circuit may comprise other types of components that

implement some or all of the functionality of the illustrated processor components.

[00100] In addition, the components and functions represented by FIG. 7, as well as

other components and functions described herein, may be implemented using any

suitable means. Such means also may be implemented, at least in part, using

corresponding structure as taught herein. For example, in some aspects means for

comparing may comprise a comparator, means for determining distance may comprise a

distance determiner, means for varying may comprise a signal generator, means for

generating defined sequence may comprise a sequence generator, means for transmitting

may comprise a transmitter, means for receiving may comprise a receiver, means for

determining may comprise a distance verifier, means for generating signal(s) may

comprise a signal generator, and means for generating defined sequence may comprise a

signal generator. One or more of such means also may be implemented in accordance

with one or more of the processor components of FIG. 7 .

[00101] Those of skill in the art would understand that information and signals may

be represented using any of a variety of different technologies and techniques. For

example, data, instructions, commands, information, signals, bits, symbols, and chips

that may be referenced throughout the above description may be represented by



voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles, optical fields or

particles, or any combination thereof.

[00102] Those of skill would further appreciate that the various illustrative logical

blocks, modules, processors, means, circuits, and algorithm steps described in

connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic

hardware (e.g., a digital implementation, an analog implementation , or a combination

of the two, which may be designed using source coding or some other technique),

various forms of program or design code incorporating instructions (which may be

referred to herein, for convenience, as "software" or a "software module"), or

combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and

software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been

described above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is

implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular application and

design constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the

described functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such

implementation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the

scope of the present disclosure.

[00103] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in

connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented within or performed

by an integrated circuit ("IC"), an access terminal, or an access point. The IC may

comprise a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an application

specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other

programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware

components, electrical components, optical components, mechanical components, or

any combination thereof designed to perform the functions described herein, and may

execute codes or instructions that reside within the IC, outside of the IC, or both. A

general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor

may be any conventional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A

processor may also be implemented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a



combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or

more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[00104] It is understood that any specific order or hierarchy of steps in any disclosed

process is an example of a sample approach. Based upon design preferences, it is

understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the processes may be

rearranged while remaining within the scope of the present disclosure. The

accompanying method claims present elements of the various steps in a sample order,

and are not meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.

[00105] The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with the aspects

disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software module executed

by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A software module (e.g., including

executable instructions and related data) and other data may reside in a data memory

such as RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM

memory, registers, a hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of

computer-readable storage medium known in the art. A sample storage medium may be

coupled to a machine such as, for example, a computer/processor (which may be

referred to herein, for convenience, as a "processor") such the processor can read

information (e.g., code) from and write information to the storage medium. A sample

storage medium may be integral to the processor. The processor and the storage

medium may reside in an ASIC. The ASIC may reside in user equipment. In the

alternative, the processor and the storage medium may reside as discrete components in

user equipment. Moreover, in some aspects any suitable computer-program product

may comprise a computer-readable medium comprising codes relating to one or more of

the aspects of the disclosure. In some aspects a computer program product may

comprise packaging materials.

[00106] The previous description of the disclosed aspects is provided to enable any

person skilled in the art to make or use the present disclosure. Various modifications to

these aspects will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic

principles defined herein may be applied to other aspects without departing from the



scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be limited to the

aspects shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the

principles and novel features disclosed herein.

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:



CLAIMS

1. A method of verifying a distance, comprising:

transmitting a first set of at least one first signal to a second device;

receiving a second set of at least one second signal transmitted by the second

device in response to the first set of at least one first signal; and

determining, based on characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal

and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance between a first

device and the second device is valid or allowable.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the determination comprises

determining whether the second set of at least one second signal is received within a

defined time period after the transmission of the first set of at least one first signal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the defined time period corresponds to

an expected distance between the first device and the second device.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the determination comprises

determining whether the second set of at least one second signal corresponds to a

defined signal response scheme applied to the first set of at least one first signal.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the defined signal response scheme

comprises application of a function to a defined sequence and to the first set of at least

one first signal.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.



7 . The method of claim 5, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the first

device and the second device.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein the function comprises XORing.

9 . The method of claim 5, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.

10. The method of claim 4, wherein the determination of whether the second

set of at least one second signal corresponds to the defined signal response scheme

applied to the first set of at least one first signal comprises performing a statistical

analysis on the second set of at least one second signal.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal comprise at least one

of the group consisting of: time, frequency, phase, and amplitude;

the first device varies at least one of the characteristics of the first set of at least

one first signal; and

at least one of the characteristics of the second set of at least one second signal is

functionally based on the at least one of the characteristics that is varied by the first

device.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the varying by the first device

comprises varying, in a random or pseudorandom manner, the at least one of the

characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal.



13. The method of claim 11, wherein the varying by the first device

comprises varying, in a deterministic manner, the at least one of the characteristics of

the first set of at least one first signal.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the second device transmits the second

set of at least one second signal within a defined time period after the second device

receives the first set of at least one first signal.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the defined time period comprises 10

microseconds.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining the distance

between the first device and the second device, wherein the determination of whether

the distance between the first and second devices is valid or allowable comprises

determining whether the determined distance is accurate based on the characteristics of

the first set of at least one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising comparing the determined

distance to a threshold value, wherein the first set of at least one first signal is

transmitted if the comparison indicates that the determined distance is equal to or less

than the threshold value.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the distance determination comprises

using a time of arrival measurement scheme.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a modulated signal.



20. The method of claim 19, wherein the modulated signal comprises a phase

shift keying modulated signal, an on/off keying modulated signal, a frequency shift

keying modulated signal, or a time shift keying modulated signal.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

22. The method of claim 1, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

23 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one ultra-wideband pulse.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500

MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

25 . The method of claim 1, wherein the transmission of the first set of at

least one first signal and the reception of the second set of at least one second signal are

via an air interface of a personal area network or an air interface of a body area network.

26. An apparatus for verifying a distance, comprising:

a transmitter adapted to transmit a first set of at least one first signal to a device;

a receiver adapted to receive a second set of at least one second signal

transmitted by the device in response to the first set of at least one first signal; and

a verifier adapted to determine, based on characteristics of the first set of at least

one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance

between the apparatus and the device is valid or allowable.



27. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the verifier is further adapted to

determine whether the second set of at least one second signal is received within a

defined time period after the transmission of the first set of at least one first signal.

28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein the defined time period corresponds

to an expected distance between the apparatus and the device.

29. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the verifier is further adapted to

determine whether the second set of at least one second signal corresponds to a defined

signal response scheme applied to the first set of at least one first signal.

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the defined signal response scheme

comprises application of a function to a defined sequence and to the first set of at least

one first signal.

31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.

32. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the

apparatus and the device.

33. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the function comprises XORing.

34. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.



35 . The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the verifier is further adapted to

perform a statistical analysis on the second set of at least one second signal to determine

whether the second set of at least one second signal corresponds to the defined signal

response scheme applied to the first set of at least one first signal.

36. The apparatus of claim 26, further comprising a signal generator adapted

to vary at least one of the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal,

wherein:

the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal comprise at least one

of the group consisting of: time, frequency, phase, and amplitude; and

at least one of the characteristics of the second set of at least one second signal is

functionally based on the at least one of the characteristics that is varied by the signal

generator.

37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the signal generator is further

adapted to vary, in a random or pseudorandom manner, the at least one of the

characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal.

38. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein the signal generator is further

adapted to vary, in a deterministic manner, the at least one of the characteristics of the

first set of at least one first signal.

39. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the device transmits the second set of

at least one second signal within a defined time period after the device receives the first

set of at least one first signal.

40. The apparatus of claim 39, wherein the defined time period comprises 10

microseconds.



41. The apparatus of claim 26, further comprising a distance determiner

adapted to determine the distance between the apparatus and the device, wherein the

verifier is further adapted to determine whether the determined distance is accurate

based on the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal and the second set

of at least one second signal.

42. The apparatus of claim 41, further comprising a comparator adapted to

compare the determined distance to a threshold value, wherein the transmitter is further

adapted to transmit the first set of at least one first signal if the comparison indicates

that the determined distance is equal to or less than the threshold value.

43 . The apparatus of claim 41, wherein the distance determiner is further

adapted to use a time of arrival measurement scheme.

44. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a modulated signal.

45. The apparatus of claim 44, wherein the modulated signal comprises a

phase shift keying modulated signal, an on/off keying modulated signal, a frequency

shift keying modulated signal, or a time shift keying modulated signal.

46. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

47. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

48. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one ultra-wideband pulse.



49. The apparatus of claim 48, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500

MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

50. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the transmitter is adapted to transmit

via an air interface of a personal area network or an air interface of a body area network

and the receiver is adapted to receive via the air interface of the personal area network

or the air interface of the body area network.

51. An apparatus for verifying a distance, comprising:

means for transmitting a first set of at least one first signal to a device;

means for receiving a second set of at least one second signal transmitted by the

device in response to the first set of at least one first signal; and

means for determining, based on characteristics of the first set of at least one

first signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance between

the apparatus and the device is valid or allowable.

52. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the means for determining

determines whether the second set of at least one second signal is received within a

defined time period after the transmission of the first set of at least one first signal.

53. The apparatus of claim 52, wherein the defined time period corresponds

to an expected distance between the apparatus and the device.

54. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the means for determining

determines whether the second set of at least one second signal corresponds to a defined

signal response scheme applied to the first set of at least one first signal.



55. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the defined signal response scheme

comprises application of a function to a defined sequence and to the first set of at least

one first signal.

56. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.

57. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the

apparatus and the device.

58. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the function comprises XORing.

59. The apparatus of claim 55, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.

60. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the means for determining performs

a statistical analysis on the second set of at least one second signal to determine whether

the second set of at least one second signal corresponds to the defined signal response

scheme applied to the first set of at least one first signal.

61. The apparatus of claim 51, further comprising means for varying at least

one of the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal, wherein:

the characteristics of the first set of at least one first signal comprise at least one

of the group consisting of: time, frequency, phase, and amplitude; and

at least one of the characteristics of the second set of at least one second signal is

functionally based on the at least one of the characteristics that is varied by the means

for varying.



62. The apparatus of claim 61, wherein the means for varying varies, in a

random or pseudorandom manner, the at least one of the characteristics of the first set of

at least one first signal.

63 . The apparatus of claim 61, wherein the means for varying varies, in a

deterministic manner, the at least one of the characteristics of the first set of at least one

first signal.

64. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the device transmits the second set of

at least one second signal within a defined time period after the device receives the first

set of at least one first signal.

65. The apparatus of claim 64, wherein the defined time period comprises 10

microseconds.

66. The apparatus of claim 51, further comprising means for determining the

distance between the apparatus and the device, wherein the means for determining

whether a distance between the apparatus and the device is valid or allowable

determines whether the determined distance is accurate based on the characteristics of

the first set of at least one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal.

67. The apparatus of claim 66, further comprising means for comparing the

determined distance to a threshold value, wherein the means for transmitting transmits

the first set of at least one first signal if the comparison indicates that the determined

distance is equal to or less than the threshold value.

68. The apparatus of claim 66, wherein the means for determining the

distance uses a time of arrival measurement scheme.



69. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a modulated signal.

70. The apparatus of claim 69, wherein the modulated signal comprises a

phase shift keying modulated signal, an on/off keying modulated signal, a frequency

shift keying modulated signal, or a time shift keying modulated signal.

71. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

72. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

73 . The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one ultra-wideband pulse.

74. The apparatus of claim 73, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500

MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

75 . The apparatus of claim 51, wherein the means for transmitting transmits

and the means for receiving receives via an air interface of a personal area network or

an air interface of a body area network.

76. A computer-program product for verifying a distance, comprising:

computer-readable medium comprising codes executable by at least one

computer to:



transmit a first set of at least one first signal to a second device;

receive a second set of at least one second signal transmitted by the

second device in response to the first set of at least one first signal; and

determine, based on characteristics of the first set of at least one first

signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance

between a first device and the second device is valid or allowable.

77. A headset for processing signals, comprising:

a transmitter adapted to transmit a first set of at least one first signal to a device;

a receiver adapted to receive a second set of at least one second signal

transmitted by the device in response to the first set of at least one first signal;

a verifier adapted to determine, based on characteristics of the first set of at least

one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance

between the headset and the device is valid or allowable; and

a transducer adapted to provide an audible output based on a signal received via

the receiver.

78. A watch for processing signals, comprising:

a transmitter adapted to transmit a first set of at least one first signal to a device;

a receiver adapted to receive a second set of at least one second signal

transmitted by the device in response to the first set of at least one first signal;

a verifier adapted to determine, based on characteristics of the first set of at least

one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance

between the watch and the device is valid or allowable; and

a display adapted to provide a visual output based on a signal received via the

receiver.

79. A medical device for processing signals, comprising:

a transmitter adapted to transmit a first set of at least one first signal to a device;



a receiver adapted to receive a second set of at least one second signal

transmitted by the device in response to the first set of at least one first signal;

a verifier adapted to determine, based on characteristics of the first set of at least

one first signal and the second set of at least one second signal, whether a distance

between the medical device and the device is valid or allowable; and

a sensor adapted to generate sensed data to be transmitted via the transmitter.

80. A method of responding to a signal, comprising:

receiving a first set of at least one first signal at a first device from a second

device, wherein the first set of at least one first signal is received at a first time;

generating a second set of at least one second signal by applying a function to

data represented by the first set of at least one first signal, based on a signal response

scheme known to the first device and the second device; and

transmitting the second set of at least one second signal to the second device at a

second time that is within a defined time period after the first time.

81. The method of claim 80, wherein the generation of the second set of at

least one second signal comprises applying the function to a defined sequence known to

the first device and the second device.

82. The method of claim 81, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.

83 . The method of claim 81, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the first

device and the second device.

84. The method of claim 80, wherein the function comprises XORing.



85. The method of claim 80, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.

86. The method of claim 80, wherein:

the first time is associated with receipt of a specified signal from the first set of

at least one first signal; and

a specified signal from the second set of at least one second signal is transmitted

at the second time.

87. The method of claim 80, wherein the defined time period comprises 10

microseconds.

88. The method of claim 80, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one phase shift keying modulated signal, at least one on/off keying

modulated signal, at least one frequency shift keying modulated signal, or at least one

time shift keying modulated signal.

89. The method of claim 80, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

90. The method of claim 80, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

91. The method of claim 80, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises ultra-wideband pulses.

92. The method of claim 91, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500



MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

93 . The method of claim 80, wherein the reception of the first set of at least

one first signal and the transmission of the second set of at least one second signal are

via an air interface of a personal area network or an air interface of a body area network.

94. An apparatus for responding to a signal, comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the

first set of at least one first signal is received at a first time;

a signal generator adapted to generate a second set of at least one second signal

by applying a function to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal,

based on a signal response scheme known to the apparatus and a device; and

a transmitter adapted to transmit the second set of at least one second signal to

the device at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time.

95. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the signal generator is further

adapted to apply the function to a defined sequence known to the apparatus and the

device to generate the second set of at least one second signal.

96. The apparatus of claim 95, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.

97. The apparatus of claim 95, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the

apparatus and the device.

98. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the function comprises XORing.



99. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.

100. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein:

the first time is associated with receipt of a specified signal from the first set of

at least one first signal; and

the transmitter is further adapted to transmit a specified signal from the second

set of at least one second signal at the second time.

101. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the defined time period comprises 10

microseconds.

102. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one phase shift keying modulated signal, at least one on/off keying

modulated signal, at least one frequency shift keying modulated signal, or at least one

time shift keying modulated signal.

103. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

104. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

105. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the first set of at least one first signal

comprises ultra-wideband pulses.

106. The apparatus of claim 105, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500



MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

107. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the transmitter is adapted to transmit

via an air interface of a personal area network or an air interface of a body area network

and the receiver is adapted to receive via the air interface of the personal area network

or the air interface of the body area network.

108. An apparatus for responding to a signal, comprising:

means for receiving a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the first set of

at least one first signal is received at a first time;

means for generating a second set of at least one second signal by applying a

function to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal, based on a signal

response scheme known to the apparatus and a device; and

means for transmitting the second set of at least one second signal to the device

at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time.

109. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the means for generating applies the

function to a defined sequence known to the apparatus and the device to generate the

second set of at least one second signal.

110. The apparatus of claim 109, wherein the defined sequence comprises a

random or pseudorandom sequence.

111. The apparatus of claim 109, wherein the defined sequence is generated in

accordance with at least one cryptographic key associated with at least one of the

apparatus and the device.

112. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the function comprises XORing.



113. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the function comprises determining

whether or not a signal is transmitted.

114. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein:

the first time is associated with receipt of a specified signal from the first set of

at least one first signal; and

the means for transmitting transmits a specified signal from the second set of at

least one second signal at the second time.

115. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the defined time period comprises

10 microseconds.

116. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the first set of at least one first

signal comprises at least one phase shift keying modulated signal, at least one on/off

keying modulated signal, at least one frequency shift keying modulated signal, or at

least one time shift keying modulated signal.

117. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the first set of at least one first

signal comprises at least one random or pseudorandom signal.

118. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the first set of at least one first

signal comprises a defined sequence of pulses.

119. The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the first set of at least one first

signal comprises ultra-wideband pulses.

120. The apparatus of claim 119, wherein each ultra-wideband pulse has a

fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more, has a bandwidth on the order of 500



MHz or more, or has a fractional bandwidth on the order of 20% or more and has a

bandwidth on the order of 500 MHz or more.

121 . The apparatus of claim 108, wherein the means for transmitting transmits

and the means for receiving receives via an air interface of a personal area network or

an air interface of a body area network.

122. A computer-program product for responding to a signal, comprising:

computer-readable medium comprising codes executable by at least one

computer to:

receive a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the first set of at

least one first signal is received at a first time;

generate a second set of at least one second signal by applying a function

to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal, based on a signal

response scheme known to a first device and a second device; and

transmit the second set of at least one second signal to the second device

at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time.

123. A headset for processing signals, comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the

first set of at least one first signal is received at a first time;

a signal generator adapted to generate a second set of at least one second signal

by applying a function to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal,

based on a signal response scheme known to the headset and a device;

a transmitter adapted to transmit the second set of at least one second signal to

the device at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time; and

a transducer adapted to provide an audible output based on a signal received via

the receiver.



124. A watch for processing signals, comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the

first set of at least one first signal is received at a first time;

a signal generator adapted to generate a second set of at least one second signal

by applying a function to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal,

based on a signal response scheme known to the watch and a device;

a transmitter adapted to transmit the second set of at least one second signal to

the device at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time; and

a display adapted to provide a visual output based on a signal received via the

receiver.

125. A medical device for processing signals, comprising:

a receiver adapted to receive a first set of at least one first signal, wherein the

first set of at least one first signal is received at a first time;

a signal generator adapted to generate a second set of at least one second signal

by applying a function to data represented by the first set of at least one first signal,

based on a signal response scheme known to the medical device and a device;

a transmitter adapted to transmit the second set of at least one second signal to

the device at a second time that is within a defined time period after the first time; and

a sensor adapted to generate sensed data to be transmitted via the transmitter.
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